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What vocabulary would you prioritise on a Business English 
course for undergraduate international students?

challenge
approach

factor 

customer
staff

market

FDI
SCM
GDP

alliance capitalism
Greenfield investment

value chain



Outline

 Identifying key vocabulary (From academic corpus..)

 Introducing the vocabulary (..to business classroom)

 Next steps….                          (..and beyond!)

 Questions/comments



The wider context

(Keith Harding , 2013 BESIG Annual Conference plenary, Prague)

BE is a strong branch of the ELT tree.

Europe   >   more global outlook

Growth of related ‘branches’   >   EAP

Future: new cohorts, markets, contexts



The local context

 100 students - International Business Top-Up course (level 3)

 Coventry University

 IELTS 6-6.5.

 Advanced Business English

 Similar vocabulary needs.

 Academic, rather than professional context



Vocabulary focus: a corpus-based approach

What is a corpus?

‘a collection of pieces of language text in electronic 
form………………as a source of data for linguistic research.’           

(Sinclair 2004)

BAWE (British Academic Written English) corpus (Nesi and 
Gardner, 2012). 



Aim: to identify vocabulary items that are

statistically more frequent in Business assignments.



Word lists created by Durrant from BAWE (see also 2013 article).



 Frequency/D.P. (‘deviation of proportions’ De Gries, 2008)

 High frequency, high D.P > more specialised i.e. more 
Business-y. 



The top 20 ‘business-y’ words



Using learner corpora

Business assignments

Monitor output and usage of target vocabulary:

- Beginning (Corpus 0f 120 business essays written by 

Pre-sessional students)

- Interim point

- End of course



Learner corpora can reveal ‘typical’ difficulties:

‘Learner corpora..…….can help to reveal those 

difficulties and to understand the differences between 

learner production and the features that characterize 

native-like language use.’ 

(Cotos 2014: 2) 



Project aims:

 Analyse and compare the corpus data:

- collocations

- grammatical patterns

- error focus 

 Raise awareness

 Expand range, improve accuracy > develop productive use



Analyse concordance data in BAWE (using Sketch engine)



Analyse data in the learner corpus (using Ant Conc interface)



Some sample activities using corpora

Handout available at the end of the session



Which word fits all the gaps - ‘service’, ‘performance’ or ‘strategy’?

BAWE Corpus

employee satisfaction does not 

necessarily lead to high employee 

Formula-1 car engines have excellent

as they are about ten times 

more powerful

management are seeking for greater job and job satisfaction

A-grade in A-levels should increase the 

exam by 2.92 percentage points.

This outcome is due to the poor company in the last few quarters.

by mainly focusing on theatre as the live of drama.

adopting such an approach would lead to 

improved financial .



Introducing key Business vocabulary

Identify the sentences from business assignments. 

BAWE Corpus

employee satisfaction does not 

necessarily lead to high employee performance 

Formula-1 car engines have excellent performance 

as they are about ten times 

more powerful

management are seeking for greater job performance and job satisfaction

A-grade in A-levels should increase the 

exam performance by 2.92 percentage points.

This outcome is due to the poor 

company performance in the last few quarters.

by mainly focusing on theatre as the 

live performance of drama.

adopting such an approach would lead 

to improved financial performance .



Modifier + ‘performance’

BAWE Corpus

employee satisfaction does not 

necessarily lead to high employee performance 

management are seeking for greater job performance and job satisfaction

This outcome is due to the poor 

company performance in the last few quarters.

adopting such an approach would lead 

to improved financial performance .



Performance

modifier
employee
job
financial
company 
organisational

modifies

measure
indicator
objective

Other patterns

..leads to……better/good/poor

...results in….
…causes……..

…..performance of X

Other terms

performance-related pay

object of

improve 
evaluate
monitor
assess



Collocates: performance + noun

In Learner corpus:

performance indicators x 2
performance goals x 1
performance measures   0
performance objectives 0



Performance + noun

BAWE Corpus

to provide performance 
of whether or not work 

is accomplished

When comparing and 

contrasting IKEA's 
performance with their competitors

customer and market 

segments by developing performance 

that tracks Glass Product 

Division

the capacity dynamics 

that improve Toyota's 
performance 

to fit with market 

requirements

What’s the missing word in each gap: measures or objectives? 



Expanding vocabulary range

BAWE Corpus

to provide performance measures
of whether or not work 

is accomplished

When comparing and 

contrasting IKEA's 
performance objectives with their competitors

customer and market 

segments by developing performance measures

that tracks Glass Product 

Division

the capacity dynamics 

that improve Toyota's 
performance objectives

to fit with market 

requirements



Noticing activities

Learner corpus

Learner corpus

consumers to ensure the safety, 

the security and high performance of the product, 

Furthermore, if employees have good performance

, manager could through 

the public praise

Employees will show bad performance for their work. 

Made the first step of Nintendo's 
brilliant 

performance

BAWE corpus

perceived likelihood that effort 

will result in

good 

performance 

important source of motivation 

and will lead to

better 

performance 

since job satisfaction is 

associated with

can lead to not only

poor 

performance 

but also customers not 

understanding what the 

organisation stands for



Which word fits all the gaps - ‘employees’, ‘staff’ or ‘customers’?

Organisations are giving 

increasing importance to the 

front-lineXXXXXXX

as the management realizes 

that excellence in 

service……

An internalXXXXXXX

training program allows the 

manager to ensure the….

Particularly on busy nights, when 

manyXXXXXXX

members are working 

behind the bar,

….but other members of the 

firm, such as administrativeXXXXXXX

also have an indirect 

influence. 



BAWE Corpus

Organisations are giving 

increasing importance to the 

front-line staff

as the management realizes 

that excellence in 

service……

An internal staff 

training program allows the 

manager to ensure the….

Particularly on busy nights, 

when many staff 

members are working 

behind the bar,

….but other members of the 

firm, such as administrative staff 

also have an indirect 

influence. 

•What type of jobs in a company do you think ‘front-line staff’ might refer to?

•What other adjectives to describe types of staff could replace ‘administrative’?



Accuracy: error focus

Learner corpus

The high-quality staff 

system and the superior staffs

are the good prospect 

of the corporation

This example shows that 

whatever a normal staff

or a top level manager, 

they are all human

these factors will cause a 

happiness staff

, then they'll work very 

hard. 



Error Focus 2: Which 2 sentences have errors?

Learner Corpus

Efficiency 

corporate 

strategy

determines the direction of 

future development of

The following section 

describes two common 

corporate 

strategy and cases. 

Overall, an effective 

corporate 

strategy

can make it easier for 

companies to achieve their 

goals.



Collocation activity: ‘word magnets’ (using Triptico software)



Jumbled sentence activity

Our IT         staff                  sector and the increased 
participation  of female workers 
in the labour market.

The expansion of the     performance     members will benefit from     
learning  invaluable skills.

This was the most       corporate           objective to Costcutter.
important

Simultaneously, the          service               governance also create 
changes in      pressure on large German firms



Our IT staff  members will benefit from learning  invaluable 

skills.

This was the most important performance objective to 

Costcutter.

The expansion of the service sector and the increased 

participation  of female workers in the labour market.

Simultaneously, the changes in corporate governance also 

create pressure on large German firms.



Exploiting corpora to teach vocabulary
+

Authentic data

Subject-specific focus

Appeals to motivated, independent learners

Raises awareness > develops productive usage

-

Doesn’t appeal to all learners

Concordance lines do not provide full context

Materials development can be time-consuming

Subject-specific vocabulary focus using corpora    



Next steps
 Ongoing project - analyse interim and final output 

 Control and experimental group

 Student feedback

 Produce subject-specific word sketches for these items

 Create a bank of materials for in class purposes and self-
study with more DDL (Data-driven learning)?
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Any comments/questions?

andrew.preshous@coventry.ac.uk


